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The Problem

Neurophysicists have stacks of mouse brain images

in order to generalize their discoveries from one subject to another,
images from different subjects need to be registered in a common 3D
space



Motivation

Building an automatic system for this task requires:

in-stack alignment

cross-stack registration

It is hard because,

irregularities in shape

lack of point/edge landmarks in brainstem

contour matching (example)
point feature detection (e.g. SIFT)

Idea: Find regions that have significant textures

https://www.dropbox.com/s/zwik2vy99pn59z8/neighbor.mp4


Learn Texture Detectors

Goal: learn a set of detectors for significant textures

identify special regions that help alignment

once aligned, the collection of detectors with their positions in 3D
space can be used as atlas.

Setting:

no manual labels – unsupervised

not the same as segmentation, we only care about regions that are
significant – similar to anomaly detection

In general, learn models for subsets of data that are significant.
[clustering] [significance detection] [classification]



AdaBoost

Given,

a set of examples {(xi, yi)}, label yi is +1 or -1

a weight distribution w over examples (uniform initially)

a pool of base (weak) classifiers {hj} that predicts +1 or -1 with
error always smaller than 1

2

Goal: find an ensemble classifier F (x) =
∑
t αtht(xi), so that the

exponential loss ∑
i

exp (−yiF (xi))

is minimized.



AdaBoost

Algorithm iterates two steps:

step 1: Select base classifier ht that gives smallest weighted error εt

ht ← argmin
h

∑
i

wi1[yi 6= h(x)]

= argmax
h

∑
i

wiyih(xi)

Minimizing error is the same as maximizing correlation between
predictions and labels

step 2: Update weight distribution:

αt ,
1

2
ln

1− εt
εt

wti ← wt−1
i · exp(−αtyiht(xi)) ·

1

Zt

∝

w
t−1
i

√
εt

1−εt , if yiht(xi) = +1 (predict correct)

wt−1
i

√
1−εt
εt
, if yiht(xi) = −1 (predict wrong)

Zt is a normalization factor.



Interpret AdaBoost as Minimizing Relative Entropy

Relative entropy (or KL divergence) RE(p||q) =
∑
k pk log

pk
qk

measures
the “distance” between two distributions.

If we consider the space of w, minimizing exponential loss is the dual
problem of a relative entropy minimization:

minimize
w∈∆

RE(w||U)

subject to
∑
i

wiyihj(xi) = 0 ∀j

each hj defines a hyperplane, {w :
∑
i wiyihj(xi) = 0}. This is the

set of weight distributions that make the correlation between
predictions and labels zero.

feasible set is the intersection of these hyperplanes, where all
classifiers have error exactly 1

2 .

the goal is to make w approach the feasible set.



AdaBoost’s Strategy

AdaBoost achieves this goal by projecting w to one hyperplane at a time.

step 1 : select ht that gives the largest projection distance

step 2 : project w to the constraint defined by ht:

wt ← min
w
RE(w,wt−1), s.t.

∑
i

wiyiht(xi) = 0

Solving this minimization gives wti = wt−1
i exp(−αtyiht(xi)), where

αt is chosen to satisfy the constraint and can be shown to exactly
match what AdaBoost computes.

For any choice of ht, the projection distance
RE(wt||wt−1) = − log 2

√
εt(1− εt), so selecting ht to maximize

this is exactly as minimizing εt.



Relations to Statistical Significance using Sanov’s Theorem

Sanov’s theorem relates relative entropy to probability of a rare event.

The probability of a rare event is dominated by the most likely outcome,
which is the element that is closest to the true distribution in the sense of
relative entropy. Specifically,

qn(E) ≤ polynomial factor · 2−nD(p∗||q).

As n→∞,
1

n
log qn(E)→ D(p∗||q)

In other words, relative entropy is a measure of statistical significance.



AdaBoost as Minimizing Statistical Significance

step 1: Select ht whose statistical significance sig(h;wt−1) is large

step 2: project w to the set of distributions that makes ht not significant

wt ← min
w
RE(w,wt−1), s.t.

∑
i

sig(ht;w) ≈ 0

For example, define the null hypothesis as “the base classifier h is a
random guesser”. To test this hypothesis, consider the distribution of
incorrect vs. correct predictions. If the null hypothesis is true, the
distribution is ( 1

2 ,
1
2 ), while the actual distribution for h is (ε, 1− ε).

sig(ht) , RE((εt, 1− εt)||(1/2, 1/2))
= ε log 2ε+ (1− ε) log 2(1− ε)

Maximizing sig(ht) is the same as minimizing ε. This is how
AdaBoost chooses h.

To make sig(ht) = 0, one needs to bring ε to 1
2 . This is how

AdaBoost updates the weight distribution.



Generalize to Unlabelled Data: SigBoost

Use explanatory models instead of classifiers. If m is a generative model,
then P (x|m) is a probability density. Model m0 corresponds to a null
hypothesis.

step 1: select mt that maximizes∑
i

wti ln
P (xi|mt)

P (xi|m0)

step 2: update weights

wt+1
i ← wti

(
P (xi|m0)

P (xi|mt)

)β
then normalize.



Generalize to Unlabelled Data: SigBoost

step 1: select mt that maximizes∑
i

wti ln
P (xi|mt)

P (xi|m0)

This is the logarithm of the data likelihood ratio between the
alternative hypothesis and the null hypothesis:

above = log
P (xi|mt)

wt
i

P (xi|m0)w
t
i

= log
L(mt;w

t)

L(m0;wt)

Maximizing this quantity finds the most statistically significant
alternative hypothesis, as justified by Neyman-Pearson lemma.
Intuitively, it also encourages more explanation to data with larger
weights.



Generalize to Unlabelled Data: SigBoost

step 2: update weights

wt+1
i ← wti

(
P (xi|m0)

P (xi|mt)

)β
then normalize.

β controls how close this update brings L(mt;w
t+1) to

L(m0;w
t+1). When they are equal, it means the new model

has the same explanatory power as the null hypothesis.
Therefore, null hypothesis cannot be rejected, and the
significance of mt is very small.
Intuitively, if xi is much better explained by mt than the null
hypothesis, its weight will reduce.



Models that Specialize to Subsets of Data

Since our goal is to model only subsets of data, we allow models that
specialize to a region of interest.

step 1: select mt that maximizes∑
i∈Ci

wti ln
P (xi|mt)

P (xi|m0)

This is equivalent to selecting a mixture model that has density
P (xi|mt) for i ∈ Ci and P (xi|m0) elsewhere, and maximize the
sum over the whole data.
How Ci is determined depends on the application

step 2: update weights only for data in the region of interest,

if i ∈ Ci, wt+1
i ← wti

(
P (xi|m0)

P (xi|mt)

)β
otherwise wt+1

i ← wti



Toy Example: Mixture of Gaussians



Toy Example: Mixture of Gaussians



Toy Example: Mixture of Gaussians



Application to Learning Texture Detectors

Models are distributions of texture features

Null hypothesis is the distribution over the entire image

Goal is to find models that match regions whose textures are
significantly different from the null hypothesis

does not aim to produce a segmentation, rather aim to find texture
landmarks



Raw image



Feature Extraction Pipeline



Gabor filters



Feature Extraction Pipeline



Texton Map



Directionality Map



Feature Extraction Pipeline



Over-Segmentation: SLIC [R. Achanta et. al, 2012]



Feature Extraction Pipeline



Distributions as Superpixel Descriptors



Compute Significance of Superpixels

Compute significance score for each xi. Suppose the texton
distribution of superpixel xi is pi, and the max-energy direction
distribution of xi is qi. The distributions of the overall image (null
hypothesis) are p0 and q0.
The significance that pj is generated by pi as opposed to by p0, is
measured by the difference in the relative entropies to p0 and to pi
respectively.

dtexton(j|i) , log
P (pj |pi)
P (pj |p0

= RE(pj ||p0)−RE(pj ||pi)

ddir(j|i) , log
P (qj |qi)
P (qj |q0

= RE(qj ||q0)−RE(qj ||qi)

For each superpixel xi, grow a cluster Ci: start from Ci = {xi},
include neighbor xj into Ci if dtexton(j|i) + ddir(j|i) < δ. Repeat
until no more neighbors to any superpixels in Ci satisfy the condition.

sig(xi) =
∑
j∈Ci

wtj log
P (pj |pi) · P (qj |qi)
P (pj |p0) · P (qj |q0)

=
∑
j∈Ci

wtj(dtexton(j|i) + ddir(j|i))



Compute Significance of Superpixels

Once all significance scores are computed, identify the superpixel
with the maximum significance score

xt = argmax sig(xi)

Model mt is then defined as the average distribution of all
superpixels in the associated cluster Ct.



Significance Map



Weight Update

Down-weigh the superpixels that are in cluster Ci, and therefore are more
or less explained by model mt.

if i ∈ Ci, wt+1
i ← wti (exp(−(dtexton + ddir)))

β

otherwise wt+1
i ← wti

then normalize.
In the experiments, β is set to 1.



Round 0



Round 1



Round 2



Round 3



Round 4



Round 5



Round 9



Round 11



Round 13



Round 14



Apply Learned Detectors to New Images

For each superpixel xi, compute the significance score using each model,
i.e. test each model against the null hypothesis.

If the highest score achieved by model mj exceed a threshold T ,
that means mj explains xi much better than the null hypothesis, as
well as than the other models. So we associate xi with mj .

If none of the models has score higher than T , we cannot reject the
null hypothesis. So we make no decision about xi.



T = 0.1



T = 0.3



T = 0.5



Future Plan

interactive labelling, human-in-the-loop

align sections and build 3D atlas of detectors

other applications of SigBoost


